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1.
Defensive equities:
a historical perspective
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Why invest in defensive equities?
The law of fractions

requires
a subsequent
100% return

A 50% decline

to offset
the original
setback

For illustrative purposes only.
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Why invest in defensive equities?
Protecting on the downside is a core tenet of successful long-term investing
The impact of downside protection on long-term returns
The value of a hypothetical US$10,000 invested at launch of MSCI World1
1,600,000

90% downside capture

2.2x

1,200,000

more wealth
in US$ terms

800,000

MSCI World
400,000

110% downside capture
0
Dec 1969

Dec 1979

Dec 1989

Dec 1999

Dec 2009

Dec 2019

For illustrative purposes only. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
Downside capture measures monthly return during periods of negative market returns, divided by the market return. A number below 100% indicates returns above the market.
1. As at 31 May 2020. Cumulative returns in USD terms. Sources: MSCI, Capital Group
Capital Group
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Some sectors have historically held up well in market declines
Will these ‘defensive’ sectors continue to serve investors well in the future?
Sector returns during the last eight market declines greater than 10%
Number of periods sector finished
Sector

Below MSCI World < > Above MSCI World

Average excess return

Consumer staples

0

8

+15.2%

Utilities

0

8

+11.2%

Health care

1

7

+10.8%

Communication services

1

7

+3.8%

Information technology

4

4

-2.2%

Consumer discretionary

6

2

-0.1%

Industrials

6

2

-2.3%

Energy

6

2

-4.6%

Materials

7

1

-3.7%

Financials

7

1

-7.1%

Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Includes the eight periods that the MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested) declined by more than 10% in US$ terms, using monthly periods from 30 June 1998 to 31 March 2020.
Excess returns used in the calculation for average excess return versus the index are annualised for periods greater than twelve months. Before 24 September 2018, the communication services
sector was called telecommunication services and the company composition was materially different. Sources: MSCI, FactSet
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Are ‘defensive’ sectors a safe strategy for investors?
Investing in traditionally defensive sectors may ignore significant underlying return differences, especially in market downturns
Certain industries may be more or less volatile
than the sector
Example: MSCI World dispersion during the COVID-19 crisis1
Least

Most

Volatility

Least

Most

Volatility

Consumer staples
Utilities
Health care
Communication services
Information technology
Consumer discretionary
Industrials
Energy
Materials
Financials

%

0

There are even greater differences
at the individual stock level
Example: MSCI World dispersion during the GFC2

5
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Sector
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Industry

% p.a.

0
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90
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5th/95th percentile stock

It all comes down to fundamental research on individual companies
1. COVID-19

crisis covers the peak to trough of the MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested) in US$ terms from 19 February 2020 to 23 March 2020. Chart shows the standard deviation
of the total returns of stocks within each sector and within each industry over that time period. Sources: MSCI, FactSet
2. Global financial crisis (GFC) covers the peak to trough of the MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested) in US$ terms from 6 November 2007 to 9 March 2009. Chart shows the average
annualised standard deviation of daily returns of stocks within each sector, as well as the 5th and 95th percentiles, over that time period. Sources: MSCI, FactSet
Capital Group
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Case study I: TMT bubble burst, 2000-02
A valuation bubble and burst in technology stocks, but with no underlying economic recession

MSCI World sector returns (in US$)
March 2000 to September 2002

Technology
underperforms

Commodities
outperform

-81%
-78%

Company examples

Information Technology
Communication Services

-21%
-18%

Materials
Energy

Pets.com
Worldcom

BHP
Eni

-100%
-100%

+13%
+53%

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Data from 31 March 2000 to 30 September 2002. MSCI World sector returns are based on MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested). Sources: MSCI, FactSet
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Case study II: global financial crisis, 2007-09
A housing bubble that led to a financial crisis and, ultimately, a deep economic crisis

MSCI World sector returns (in US$)
October 2007 to February 2009

Cyclicals
underperform

Non-cyclicals
outperform

Company examples

-72%
-59%

Financials

Lehman Brothers

Industrials

General Electric

-35%

Health Care

-34%

Consumer Staples

UnitedHealth
-60%
Walmart

-100%
-78%
Genetech
+15%

+11%

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Data from 31 October 2007 to 28 February 2009. MSCI World sector returns are based on MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested). Sources: MSCI, FactSet
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Case study III: China slowdown, 2015-16
An OECD recession caused by an economic slowdown in China

MSCI World sector returns (in US$)
April 2015 to February 2016

Commodities
underperform

Technology
outperforms

Company examples

-28%
-24%

Energy

Chesapeake Energy

-60%

Materials

Glencore

-6%

Google

+60%

Verizon

+3%

Information Technology
Communication Services

-3%

-83%

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
Data from 30 April 2015 to 28 February 2016. MSCI World sector returns are based on MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested). Sources: MSCI, FactSet
Capital Group
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Headwinds lie ahead for traditionally defensive equities
Defensive investors may focus on dividend-paying and value companies, and this approach may have its dangers
Dividends are not always assured
Number of US companies that have cut or
suspended dividends1

Value companies are not necessarily more defensive
No longer a straightforward, less-risky decision2
MSCI World Value

138

Risk

122

111

2005-07
average

2008

2009

2010-19
average

Standard
deviation
(% p.a.)

14.6
14.2

Downside
capture
ratio (%)

16.7

15.7

MSCI World

2020
YTD

Maximum
drawdown (%)

108.2
100.0
-27.0
-21.1

Structural headwinds for traditional defensives and dividend payers
Oil
Potential long-term decline
in global oil demand

Telecoms
High capex requirements

Tobacco
Regulation of existing and
alternative tobacco products

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. 2020

data reflected as at 23 April 2020. Source: Wolfe Research, LLC. Copyright © Wolfe Research, LLC 2020. All rights reserved.
based on monthly periods for the 10 years from 30 April 2010 to 30 April 2020. Indices used are MSCI World Value Index (with net dividends reinvested) and MSCI World Index (with
net dividends reinvested) in US$ terms. Source: Morningstar Direct. Standard deviation is a measure of return dispersion. A higher number indicates higher volatility. Downside capture ratio
measures monthly return during periods of negative market returns, divided by the market return. A number above 100 indicates returns below the market. Maximum drawdown is the
maximum peak to trough decline over the time period. A larger negative decline indicates a worse outcome.

2. Data

Capital Group
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2.
A broader framework
for new defensive equities

Capital Group
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What constitutes a defensive stock?

Less economically sensitive
Universal attributes
that defensive
investors should
always seek

Pricing power
Stable and predictable earnings
Perennial demand
Justifiable valuations

Capital Group
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Being too defensive can be counterproductive
Market recoveries have been longer and stronger than downturns, so don’t forget about upside potential
900 % Cumulative total return for each bull and bear market
800
700

AVERAGE
BULL MARKET

600
500

AVERAGE
BEAR MARKET

400

283%
Total return

-35%

Total return

88

Months

13

Months

300
200
100
0
-100
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1995

2000
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2015
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Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Market returns shown for MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested) from 31 December 1969 to 31 March 2020, in USD terms. Source: MSCI. Bear markets are peak-to-trough declines
of 20% or more. Bull markets are all other periods.
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Growing companies may become less volatile over time
Amazon has matured into a large diversified business since its early days as a highly volatile tech stock
Amazon stock price drawdowns since 2000
2000
0%

2005

2010

2015

2020

-20%
Nov 2013
Sunday deliveries
introduced

-40%

-60%

Jun 2003
Web hosting
services
launched

Feb 2005
Amazon Prime
launched

MSCI ACWI
+150%

-80%

-100%

Consumer
Discretionary
(MSCI ACWI)
+217%

Sep 2018
US$1 trillion market cap

Amazon
+6,626%

Total returns since 2000

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Data from 30 June 2000 to 31 May 2020, in USD terms. Total cumulative return shown for MSCI ACWI Index (with net dividends reinvested), MSCI ACWI Consumer Discretionary Index (with
net dividends reinvested) and Amazon in USD. Source: Datastream.
Amazon is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020
Capital Group
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Defensive investing in an age of disruption
Examples of emerging themes which could drive a new breed of defensive companies

Connectivity
enablers

Enterprise
staples
E-commerce
champions

Next generation
utilities

New
energy

New technology
driving secular growth
in total addressable market

Alternative
health care
Digital
brands

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Safe havens
in financials

Examples of potential
New Defensive themes

New business models
driving lower cyclicality
in earnings

New Defensives have been identified by Capital Group as potential themes that could help to drive lower volatility future earnings and share prices for companies engaged in such themes.
The list of themes are not exhaustive and there is no assertion that such themes have been defensive in the past.
Capital Group
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3.
The New Defensives
in an age of disruption
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Defensive investing in an age of disruption
Examples of emerging themes which could drive a new breed of defensive companies

Connectivity
enablers

Enterprise
staples
Alternative
health care

E-commerce
champions
Next generation
utilities

New
energy

New technology
driving secular growth
in total addressable market

Digital
brands

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Safe havens
in financials

New business models
driving lower cyclicality
in earnings

New Defensives have been identified by Capital Group as potential themes that could help to drive lower volatility future earnings and share prices for companies engaged in such themes.
The list of themes are not exhaustive and there is no assertion that such themes have been defensive in the past.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: connectivity enablers
The world is becoming more connected and there are certain companies at the heart of it

Capital Group
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The new defensives: connectivity enablers
Semiconductor manufacturers: the enablers of the enablers
Robust EUV demand to drive ASML growth in the coming years

EUV units
shipped

15,000 € million

ASML is the only maker
of extreme ultraviolet
(EUV) lithography
machines used in the
fabrication of next
generation chips for
the Internet of Things

47
41

12,000

43

36

Ex-EUV
device
sales

9,000
26
6,000

18

EUV
device
sales

3,000

0
EUV unit

2018

2019E

2020E

2021E

2022E

2023E

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Internet of Things: Refers to a network of physical objects or ‘things’ embedded with technology to collect and transmit information. As at December 2019. Source: ASML
ASML is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: connected everything enablers
Datacentres are critical in facilitating the exchange of data between companies across different industries and regions

Broad geographic
footprint attractive for
global customers
Agile investments in
in future global hubs

Equinix is the largest
global provider of
retail and interconnect
datacentre capacity

Proprietary market
intelligence used for
capital allocation

210

370,000+

9,700+

>99.9999%

datacentres

interconnections

customers

reliability

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
As at 31 December 2019. Source: Equinix
Equinix is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: next generation utilities
The millennial generation could redefine the definition of a utility

91%
of millennials claim to have
a healthy relationship with tech2 …

Weekly time spent online1
Hours

150

Millennials 53.0
Generation X
Baby Boomers
Seniors 28.0

37.2

… but check their phone
around 150 times per day3

45.4

30%
of Facebook users are millennials4

53%
wake up at least once per night
to check their phone2

Next generation utilities are defined by Capital Group as new forms of digital entertainment that have the potential to be considered as a utility-like service by newer generations.
1. Fall 2016 Ipsos Affluent Survey USA, Ipsos, September 2016
2. Qualtrics and Accel survey
3. Inc.com
4. Worldwide; We Are Social; Hootsuite; Facebook; July 2018; 13 years and older; based on addressable ad audience
Capital Group
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The new defensives: next generation utilities
With compelling value for money, digital entertainment is becoming utility-like for the millennial generation

1

Broadway
showshow
Broadway
Broadway
show

$110

NBA
NBA ticket

$89

Capital Group

2

1
Dinner
out
out

2

Dinner out
Dinner

$60

3
Console
video
game
Console
video
game
Console
video
game

Unlimited

$13

4
Video
streaming
(per
month)
Video
streaming
(per
month)
Video
streaming

Unlimited

$0

SocialSocial
networks
Mobile
video game
networks

Unlimited

at July 2019. Source: Jefferies
2018-19 season. Source: Barrystickets
3. As at October 2018. Source: Business Insider
4. Cost per month of standard US Netflix subscription
as at 30 June 2020. Source: Netflix
2. For

2
ticket
NBA
ticket

$61

Average cost per user
(per event in US$)2

1. As

3

Duration
(hours)3

Next generation utilities are defined
by Capital Group as new forms of digital
entertainment that have the potential
to be considered as a utility-like service
by newer generations.
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The new defensives: next generation utilities
Video games have high barriers to entry and there are few studios that can create them with any consistency

Activision Blizzard has over
400 million active users
across its suite of multibillion dollar franchises1

Diablo

Brand
value

User
engagement

Destiny

World of
Warcraft

Call
of Duty

Farm
Heroes

Heroes of
the Storm

StarCraft

Content
investment

Candy
Crush

New releases

User
monetisation

Mobile

eSports

In-game

Opportunities

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Next generation utilities are defined by Capital Group as new forms of digital entertainment that have the potential to be considered as a utility-like service by newer generations.
1. As at 31 December 2019. Source: Activision Blizzard
Activision Blizzard is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: next generation utilities
Subscription video on demand (SVOD) has low penetration and a long runway

690

720

780

750

657

Netflix is constantly reinforcing
its offering with new content,
while the runway remains long…

Netflix paid subscribers (millions)¹
Global broadband households (millions)²

111

89

139

167

43
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020E

2021E

2022E

2023E

For illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation
to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Next generation utilities are defined by Capital Group as new forms of digital entertainment that have the potential to be considered as a utility-like service by newer generations.
1. As at 31 December 2019. Source: Netflix
2. As at May 2020. 2020-2023 numbers are forecasts. Source: Jefferies
Netflix is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: next generation utilities
Social networks are the ultimate example of user engagement

As Facebook’s global users continue to grow, it has
an incredibly favourable base from which to increase
its monetisation opportunities
1,657
1,523

Facebook daily active users
(millions)1

1,401
478

US$28

441
388

Rest of World

319
396

average time spent by users
in the US on social networks2

532

1,226

1,037

1 hour 14 mins

499

577

641

Asia Pacific

309

Europe

240

262

277

282

294

US & Canada

169

180

184

186

190

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

average annual revenue per user
across Facebook’s platform –
significant room to grow1

>95%
of the 160m+ businesses on
Facebook’s platform do not
currently advertise on it3

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
Next generation utilities are defined by Capital Group as new forms of digital entertainment that have the potential to be considered as a utility-like service by newer generations.
1. As at 31 December 2019. Source: Facebook
2. As at 2018. Source: eMarketer
3. As at 31 March 2020. Source: Facebook
Facebook is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: e-commerce champions
The e-commerce paradigm could present greater opportunities for less cyclical business models

Capital Group
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The new defensives: e-commerce champions
The secular growth in digital payments can be a resilient tailwind for the leading providers

“People want to buy online and merchants want to use PayPal
because it is a trusted brand and the checkout completion rate is
significantly higher than other forms of online payment.“

11.8%

Thatcher Thompson, Business Services Analyst

300 million

25 million

consumers

merchants

US$ 800bn
payment volume

E-commerce and online
payments still have a
long growth runway

0.8%
2000

E-commerce sales as a percentage of total US retail sales1

2020

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
As at 31 December 2019. Source: PayPal
1. Data from 1 January 2000 to 1 January 2020. Source: St Louis Fed
PayPal is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: e-commerce champions
E-commerce platforms enable businesses of any size to massively expand their customer base

Shopify’s digital and physical commerce platform has over one million merchants in 175 countries1.
It is one of the best-positioned companies to benefit from the secular rise of e-commerce.
6,542
Global retail e-commerce sales

5,695

(US$bn)2

4,927

% of total retail sales2

2,382
10%
2017

2,928

12%
2018

Subscription solutions
Software for managing
storefronts across multiple
digital and physical channels

3,535

14%
2019E

4,206

16%

2020E

Merchant solutions
Provides transactional
services such as
payments processing

18%

2021E

20%

2022E

22%

2023E

Fulfilment network
Merchants outsource fulfilment to
Shopify; increasing delivery speed
and reducing shipping costs

Storefront subscribers are more likely to use Shopify for services such as payments and order fulfilment
For illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a recommendation
to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. As

at 31 December 2019. Source: Shopify
at May 2019. Data for 2019 onwards are based on estimates. Source: eMarketer
Shopify is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
2. As

Capital Group
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The new defensives: new energy
Utilities should always be defensive, but some companies
are ahead of the field when it comes to renewables

Capital Group
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The new defensives: new energy
Rapid improvements in offshore wind technology should drive down costs and grow capacity share
Global power generation mix1
100%

Other

Hydro

Solar

80%

Nuclear
60%

Wind

Oil
Gas

40%

20%

Wind turbine evolution2
Diameter (m)
Capacity (MW)
Homes powered

Coal
Forecast

0%
1970

80

90

2000

10

20

30

Orsted is one of the
major beneficiaries of
the offshore wind runway due
to its applied technology lead
and capital allocation discipline
1991
35
0.45
600

2022
220
12
16,000

40 2050

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. As

at 2019. Source: BloombergNEF
indicates Orsted’s intended introduction of latest turbine technology. Source: Orsted
Orsted is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.

2. 2022

Capital Group
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The new defensives: new energy
A focus on operational efficiency is required for utilities serious about investing in the future

60

46

Enel is the world’s
largest private
renewable player1, with
ambitious targets for
the next three years…

2022

2019

60% of total capacity to
come from renewable
sources by 2022

Renewable
capacity
Gigawatts

…whilst maintaining cost control through digitalisation and IT rationalisation
Digitalisation
Smart meters 2.0 (million)

Service quality
SAIFI2 (no.)

Efficiency
Opex per customer (€)

>2x

-9%

-17%

28.8

3.2

2.9

42.9

2022E

2019

2022E

2019

35.6

13.1
2019

2022E

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
As at 31 December 2019. 2019 are actuals, 2022 are forecasts. Source: Enel
1. Enel’s 46 gigawatts of capacity makes it the largest private renewable player globally. As at 9 January 2020. Source: Enel.
2. SAIFI: System Average Interruption Frequency Index
Enel is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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Defensive investing in an age of disruption
Examples of emerging themes which could drive a new breed of defensive companies

Enterprise
staples

Connectivity
enablers

Alternative
health care

E-commerce
champions
Next generation
utilities

New
energy

New technology
driving secular growth
in total addressable market

Digital
brands

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Safe havens
in financials

New business models
driving lower cyclicality
in earnings

New Defensives have been identified by Capital Group as potential themes that could help to drive lower volatility future earnings and share prices for companies engaged in such themes.
The list of themes are not exhaustive and there is no assertion that such themes have been defensive in the past.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: enterprise staples
The SaaS1 economic model is more defensive than in previous IT paradigms

Annual
subscription
revenue
Upfront costs
Sales and
marketing

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

YEAR

1

2

3

4

YEAR

Many software providers have adopted
a subscription model, which has been
enabled by the shift to the cloud

0
Customers
Lower cost of adoption
More predictable IT opex/capex
Always have access to latest version

1. SaaS:

Software providers
Expanded addressable market
Lower cyclicality and higher visibility
of revenues
Increases lifetime value of each customer

software as a service

Capital Group
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The new defensives: enterprise staples
SaaS: a case study in organisational entrenchment

ServiceNow provides cloud-based digital workflow tools and IT service
management. Its platform allows enterprises to build their own custom
workflow apps, further entrenching the service into customers’ systems
$7,000
Illustrative example: current value of a US$100 contract initiated in prior years

2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013

$6,000
$5,000

32%

$4,000

Current annual revenue
growth from customers
with >US$1m ACV

$3,000

2012

$2,000

2011

$1,000

2010

$0
2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

6,200+
global enterprise customers

80%
of Fortune 500 companies

97%
renewal rate

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
SaaS: software as a service
As at 31 December 2019. Sources: ServiceNow. Chart uses observed growth rates in annual contract values of customers that initiated contracts in each year from 2010 to 2019.
ServiceNow is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: alternative health care
Health care is traditionally a resilient sector, but new business models are
developing based on emerging secular themes

Emerging themes

• Robotics and medtech
• Genetic research
• Telehealth and connected devices
• Big data and machine learning
• Animal health and nutrition

Capital Group
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The new defensives: alternative health care
Life sciences tools: a one-stop shop approach

Thermo Fisher Scientific is a leading provider
of tools and services for the life sciences
industry, which is involved in the study of life
and organisms. Its scale allows it to offer a
broad range of products to its customers.

Analytical
instruments

21%

25%

Revenue by
segment1
15%
Laboratory
products
& services

Pipette
US¢ 1

Life sciences
solutions

39%

Product breadth

DNA sequencer

Cost

US$ 1,000,000+

Speciality
diagnostics

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. As at 31 December 2019. Source: Thermo Fisher Scientific
Thermo Fisher Scientific is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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The new defensives: alternative health care
Robotic-assisted surgery: the future normal

da Vinci System
Cost: US$ 0.5m-2.5m

Intuitive Surgical
combines cutting-edge
medical technology and
a robust business model
with diversifying revenue
streams

Services
Cost: US$ 80k-190k
per year

Instruments and
accessories
Cost: US$ 700-3,000
5
4

Intuitive Surgical’s
total revenue
US$ billion1

3

72%

2

recurring
revenue

Recurring

1

Non-recurring

0

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. As at 31 December 2019. Source: Intuitive Surgical
Intuitive Surgical is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
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The new defensives: alternative health care
Animal health is an important but overlooked market

Zoetis is the global market
leader in livestock and
pet health care, with a market
worth over US$40 billion

Livestock

Animal
health

Pets

Herd health

Medicines

Vet services

Genetics

Vaccines

OTC1 health

Food safety

Parasiticides

Pet supplies

Nutrition

Diagnostics

Durable portfolio
300 product lines
with average market
life of 29 years

Population
growth
Rising
middle class
Increasing
urbanisation

Leading brands
90% of revenue from
species in which Zoetis
is market leader

Continuous innovation
1,100+ new products
and innovations in
last 5 years

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
As at 31 December 2019. Source: Zoetis
1. OTC: Over the counter
Zoetis is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
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The new defensives: safe havens in financials
There are certain financial companies whose earnings are less dependent on financial or economic conditions

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Capital Group
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The new defensives: safe havens in financials
The secular growth of data in financial markets

LSE has a diversified mix of cyclical,
countercyclical and all-weather business
areas. It is transforming into a global
market infrastructure provider following
multiple acquisitions.

20191

Future2

33%
58%

Capital markets and post-trade services

• Clearing and settlements
• Regulatory reporting
• Equity, fixed income and derivatives markets
Information and technology services

• Market indices
• Analytics and data solutions
• IT infrastructure

42%

Post-Refinitiv deal,
LSE is set to generate
two-thirds of revenue from
financial data provision,
with recurring revenues
and greater resilience
to market shocks

67%

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. As

at 31 December 2019: Source: LSE
announced its intention to acquire financial markets and data infrastructure provider Refinitiv in August 2019. LSE future revenue mix post-Refinitiv deal completion is based on Capital
Group estimates.
LSE is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
2. LSE

Capital Group
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The new defensives: digital brands
Traditional staples are losing out to new-age brands

Leading staples brands in 2009
Rank

Leading digital brands in 2019

2009 rank

2019 rank

2009 rank

2019 rank

Coca-Cola

1

5

Apple

20

1

McDonalds

6

9

Google

7

2

Gillette

13

37

Amazon

43

3

Marlboro

17

100+

Microsoft

3

4

Pepsi

23

24

Samsung

19

6

Source: Interbrand
Capital Group
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The new defensives: digital brands
Digital transformation in sports and leisurewear

Nike’s investments in digital technology are enhancing its multilocal
distribution strategy and reinforcing its global brand value

13%

Recent digital acquisitions
27%

Revenue
breakdown
by region1

37%

22%

Celect 2019

Invertex 2018

Zodiac 2018

Cloud-based predictive
analytics to help retailers
optimise inventories through
data-driven decisions

3D scanning to provide
mass customisation and
deliver a customer-specific
e-commerce experience

Predictive customer analytics
to forecast the behaviour
and lifetime value of
individuals and segments

Nike’s digitalisation is
helping to achieve:

More relevant
local products

Improved brand
perception

North America
Europe, Middle East and Africa
Greater China
Asia Pacific and Latin America

Higher
margins

Example provided for illustrative purposes only. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein.
1. Data as at 31 May 2020. Source: Nike
Nike is a holding in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
Capital Group
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4.
The COVID-19 crisis
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The COVID-19 crisis
New Defensives company examples in this presentation: stock price reactions during the COVID-19 market downturn
Total return in US$ (January 2020 to March 2020)
MSCI World
Facebook
Nike
Inutitive Surgical
Thermo Fisher Scientific
LSE
PayPal
Zoetis
Enel
ASML
Orsted
Activision Blizzard
ServiceNow
Shopify
Equinix

-21%
-19%
-18%
-16%
-13%
-12%
-11%
-11%
-11%
-10%
-4%
0%
2%
4%
7%

Netflix

16%

Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This information has been provided solely for informational purposes and is not an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed herein. Invested capital is at risk; the fund aims to achieve a positive return over the long term although
there is no guarantee this will be achieved over that or any time period
Data from 31 December 2019 to 31 March 2020. MSCI World shows returns for MSCI World Index (with net dividends reinvested). Sources: MSCI, FactSet
All companies shown are holdings in the Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) as at 30 June 2020.
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Structural changes accelerating amid COVID-19
Changing behaviours may accelerate key secular themes already in motion before the virus struck
Long-term secular themes accelerating in Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX)

Agile
multinationals

Dependence on
the digital economy
IT spend shifting to
cloud services and
software-as-a-service

Scale and
multi-local
presence

Balance sheets
and capital
allocation
scrutinised

E-commerce
taking share from
traditional retail
Re-evaluating
supply chains

Innovation
in health care

Greater
connectivity
through 5G
Traditional to digital
entertainment

Gene therapy
and genetic
sequencing

Treatments,
testing and
vaccines

Critical care
devices and
medtech

For illustrative purposes only.
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5.
Capital Group
New Perspective Fund (LUX)

Capital Group
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How the New Perspective portfolio is positioned
Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX): % exposure to New Defensives

New technology
driving secular growth
in total addressable market

Connectivity enablers

7.5

E-commerce champions

6.5

Next generation utilities
New energy

5.8
1.1

Total
exposure

40%
New business models
driving lower cyclicality
in earnings

Enterprise staples

7.3

Alternative health care

6.8

Safe havens in financials
Digital brands

3.5
1.9

Data as at 30 June 2020. Sources: Capital Group, FactSet.
Capital Group
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Outcome: a strategy for different market conditions
With a proven track record of excess return generation in up and down market cycles
MSCI ACWI1

Peaks and troughs

Down 3

Up

5,000

% / % Capital Group New Perspective Composite relative returns2

Down Up Down

Up

Down

Up

Down
+7.0%

Rebased
to 100

Down

p.a.

p.a.

+1.5%

+4.5%

(log scale)

Up
+0.8%

+3.7%

p.a.

p.a.

+2.8%
p.a.

+20.3%

Rolling monthly three-year returns from inception

500

to 30 June 2020

-1.1%
p.a.

+1.3%

Market return¹

-3.7%

p.a.

+19.6%

How often the composite
outpaced the market²

452
80

79%
100%

>0% ‘Up market’

p.a.

50
Mar 1973

Number
of periods

<0% ‘Down market’
Aug Nov Dec
87 87 89

Sep 74

1978

1983

1988

Sep
90

Mar
00

1993

1998

Sep
02

2003

Oct
07

2008

Dec
19

Feb
09

2013

Jun 2020
2018

The information in relation to the index is provided for context and illustration only. The fund is an actively managed UCITS. It is not managed in reference to a benchmark.
Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Data as at 30 June 2020. Returns in US$ terms. Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) was launched on 30 October 2015. The investment results shown here are for the Capital Group New Perspective
Composite (defined as a single group of discretionary portfolios that collectively represent a particular investment strategy or objective). This is intended to illustrate our experience and capability in managing this
strategy over the long term. Our Luxembourg fund has been a member of this composite since the beginning of November 2015.
1. MSCI All Country World Index (ACWI) (with net dividends reinvested) from 30 September 2011; previously MSCI World (with net dividends reinvested). Source: MSCI
2. Relative returns calculated geometrically for the Capital Group New Perspective Composite, compared with the index in footnote 1. Net of management fees and expenses for a representative Luxembourg fund
share class (B), applying the maximum Total Expense Ratio (TER). Please visit capitalgroup.com for further details. Annualised returns for periods of more than 12 months. Source: Capital Group
3. Defined as at least a 20% cumulative drop in market value.
Capital Group
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Outcome: asymmetric upside and downside capture
Capital Group New Perspective strategy

Upside
110%
3 year
5 year
105%
15 year
Inception¹

Upside

Downside

● 3 year

107.2%

90.0%

● 5 year

106.9%

92.7%

● 10 year

101.5%

91.6%

● 15 year

103.7%

93.0%

● Inception¹

101.4%

86.2%

10 year
Index²

100%
As at 30 June 2020. Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) was launched on 30 October 2015. The
investment results shown here are for the Capital Group New Perspective Composite (defined as a single
group of discretionary portfolios that collectively represent a particular investment strategy or objective).
This is intended to illustrate our experience and capability in managing this strategy over the long term.
Our Luxembourg fund has been a member of this composite since the beginning of November 2015.
Results shown for the Capital Group New Perspective Composite are asset-weighted and based on initial
weights and monthly returns. Net of management fees and expenses for a representative Luxembourg
fund share class (B), applying the maximum Total Expense Ratio (TER). Please visit capitalgroup.com for
further details. Source: Capital Group
1. Strategy inception is 31 March 1973
2. Index shown is MSCI ACWI (with net dividends reinvested) from 30 September 2011; previously MSCI
World (with net dividends reinvested). Source: MSCI

95%

90%
80%

90%

100%
Downside

110%

120%

The information in relation to the index is provided for context and illustration only. The fund is an actively managed UCITS. It is not managed in reference to a benchmark.
Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Capital Group
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Summary
Defensive investing in an age of disruption

1

Protecting on the downside is a core tenet
of successful long-term investing

2

Each market downturn is different; company-by-company investing
is preferred to sector-based investing

3

There may be structural growth headwinds ahead for industries
that have traditionally offered defensiveness

4

In an age of disruption, defensive investors should consider companies
with the following attributes:
• Secular growth in total addressable market
• New business models driving lower revenue cyclicality

5

Capital Group New Perspective Fund (LUX) has achieved a compelling
asymmetric return profile; outpacing in both down and up markets

The information in relation to the index is provided for context and illustration only. The fund is an actively managed UCITS. It is not managed in reference to a benchmark.
Past results are not a guarantee of future results.
Capital Group
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Disclaimer
FOR PROFESSIONAL INVESTORS AND INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY
This communication contains sensitive and confidential information. It is strictly for the confidential use of the recipient, solely for the purpose
for which it is provided, may not be disclosed or circulated, and should not be relied upon by third parties. Any use for any other purpose, and
disclosure, dissemination, copying, reproduction or distribution of the information is prohibited.
The information in relation to the index is provided for context and illustration only. The fund is an actively managed UCITS. It is not managed in
reference to a benchmark. Past results are not a guarantee of future results. This communication does not constitute or form part of an offer,
invitation or recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities under the relevant regulations of any country and no part of it shall
form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto. It is neither an offer
nor a solicitation to provide any investment service. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore. Neither has it been reviewed by any other regulator. While Capital Group uses reasonable efforts to obtain information from thirdparty sources which it believes to be reliable, Capital Group makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness
of the information.
This communication is not intended to be comprehensive or to provide investment, tax or other advice. It has been prepared for multiple
distributions and may not be appropriate in all circumstances. It is of a general nature and does not take into account your objectives, financial
situation or needs. Before acting on the information you should consider its appropriateness, having regard to your own investment objectives,
financial situation and needs.
The value of investments and income from them can go down as well as up, and you may lose some or all of your initial investment. Risk factors
that may influence the value of an investment in this Fund may include, but are not limited to, (i) increased risks of emerging markets, (ii) risk of
decline in the price of equities and bonds in response to certain events directly affecting the companies whose securities are owned by the
Fund as well as general economic conditions; overall market changes; political, social or economic instability; and currency fluctuations, (iii)
interest rate risk as the market value of bonds generally vary inversely with the level of interest rates, (iv) credit risk as the creditworthiness of the
Fund's investment can impact the investment's ability to meet its obligations, and (v) derivatives risks.
Investors in Hong Kong should read carefully the Hong Kong offering documents of the Fund (including the section “Risk Factors” in the Hong
Kong Covering Document and “Risk Warnings” in the Luxembourg prospectus) for the relevant risks associated with the investment in the Fund
before investing. A copy of the Hong Kong Covering Document incorporating the Luxembourg Prospectus for the fund(s) is available online at
capitalgroup.com/asia.
Inquiries regarding investment in any fund product available for sale in Korea should be addressed to our local distributor, Samsung Securities
Co., Ltd. Samsung Main Bldg., 67, Sejong-daero, Jung-gu, 100-742 Seoul, Korea.
A copy of the Singapore Prospectus incorporating the Luxembourg Prospectus for the fund(s) is available online at capitalgroup.com/asia.
This communication has been prepared by Capital International, Inc., a member of Capital Group, a company incorporated in California, United
States of America. The liability of members is limited.
All Capital Group trademarks are owned by The Capital Group Companies, Inc. or an affiliated company in the US, Australia and other
countries. All other company and product names mentioned are the trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies.
© 2020 Capital Group. All rights reserved.
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